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Setup

Make sure 

the box 

includes all 

the contents 

listed in the 

rules.





Shuffle

Shuffle the 

three decks of 

cards, and set 

up the board.



Red EC bars

The five red EC 

bars should be 

set against the 

bottom edge of 

the board.



Blue EC bars

The five blue EC 

bars should be 

set against the top

edge of the board.









The Game Begins  

Red team always goes first, with the candidate starting in Texas.  

Blue team goes second, with the candidate starting in New York.





CAMPAIGN PHASE

Four moves per turn.

Only one can be a flight.









ADVERTISE PHASE

Face up: add chips now.

Face down: invest for end.









Investing

Play a funds card face down under 

the chip stack. You can use one or 

more cards of any value, and the 

other team does not know how much 

you invested. Once played, these 

investments may not be removed in 

the future. 





Hand

Each team can 

keep five or 

fewer cards in 

their hand 

between turns.



Bonus

At the end of each 

team’s advertising 

phase, if it’s EC bar 

is longer than the 

edge of the board, it 

draws a bonus funds 

card. In this 

example, RED is 

leading and draws 

one bonus card.



Turn Tracker

Note that each turn includes different phases. In the first 

turn (week 7), both teams CAMPAIGN and ADVERTISE.

After each turn, advance the green counter piece one 

space from left to right.



DEBATE
Two stages: face off with 

issue cards, and roll the 

dice to see who wins.  

Then, the winner can go 

double or nothing.









Election Night

After all 7 turns have been 

completed, and all final funds 

have been spent on ads, it is 

time to count up votes!
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Order

your copy

of SWING STATE.

Visit us online for 

prices and instructions.


